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On behalf of the Legal Aid Society of the District of Columbia,1 I ask the Council to
commit to preserving a minimal safety net for 13,000 of our city’s most vulnerable children.
Under current law, these children and their families will soon lose all cash and programmatic
assistance from the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program.2 We ask that
this Committee, and the Council, support the Mayor’s proposal to delay the date that these
families will be terminated from the TANF program and left without any cash support.
The Mayor’s proposal does not eliminate time limits; it merely gives the Economic Security
Administration (ESA) more time to continue the process it started when it committed to
redesigning this crucial program without punishing families who have not received the services
they were promised.
I.

Terminating Long-Term TANF Families Will Not Lead to Self-Sufficiency and
Will Harm Children.

Over the last several years, the District has made changes to its TANF program with the
goal of offering parents individualized program services. Despite this recognition that the
services previously given to parents had been subpar, the District instituted retroactive five-year
lifetime limits on the receipt of benefits, counting even the months when a parent had not gotten
effective employment-related services against that parent’s lifetime total. For parents who had
already reached the five-year limit, benefits were reduced through several cuts.
Legal Aid has long opposed these benefit reductions, the most recent of which lowered
the maximum TANF benefit for a longtime TANF family of three from $434 to just $152 per
month. Under current law, the final and most devastating cut will come this October when
these same families will no longer be eligible for any amount in TANF.3 This means that in
October, at least 6,000 District families (representing 13,000 children) will lose not only
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their main source of income, but also their access to job training and other employmentrelated services.4
Withholding cash assistance and services from vulnerable families without the proper
supports in place is punitive and will not help these families become more self-sufficient. Single
parents living in the District face a higher rate of unemployment than individuals without
children or two-parent households.5 Many of the District parents affected by the impending
TANF time limit termination are struggling with barriers that they will not able to resolve alone,
particularly in the absence of income and barrier reduction services.6 Whether because of an
undiagnosed mental health condition or general economic conditions or lack of adequate child
care, many of these parents will not be able to easily find permanent work that would allow them
to support their families.
The time limit law also harms children. Without a consistent source of income for their
families, the 13,000 children initially affected by this cut may experience increased levels of
chronic, toxic stress.7 Economic hardship during childhood has a traumatic and negative effect
on kids.8 Poverty impacts a child’s educational success, social development, emotional growth,
and health outcomes.9 Addressing child poverty can improve the lives of children—both for the
children they are now and the adults they will become.10 Yet, the District has adopted a policy
that purposefully increases the magnitude of the economic insecurity many children already
face. The potential consequences are serious: higher crime rates, rising health care costs, stress
on the child welfare system, and increased demand on the homelessness services system.
II.

Extending the TANF Time Limit Will Give ESA Time to Improve Services.

The Mayor proposes to extend TANF benefits through October 1, 2016—a change to the
law that is meant to give ESA time to review its programs, provide more consistent access to
services, and gain greater insight into the issues that impact long-term TANF parents. The
Mayor also proposes to create a system of hardship categories to protect especially at-risk
families. These changes will provide essential help for families who can leave TANF for work
with supports while identifying those who cannot and should keep their benefits due to hardship.
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Historically, ESA has failed to provide meaningful employment services to meet parents’
needs. Keeping the time limit law in place punishes parents for ESA’s trials, misses, and
mistakes. The agency itself acknowledges that its programs are still being perfected. By
extending the time limit to receive TANF benefits, the Council can demonstrate to parents who
have spent years without programmatic supports that they are not alone.
Changing the time limit is also the right approach because it prevents at-risk families—
such as those who experience domestic violence or have a family member fall ill—from being
thrust further into poverty. ESA has asked for more time to formalize and implement hardship
criteria such as the ones that exist in 44 other jurisdictions.11 Although some exemptions from
the time limits currently exist for families who are still eligible for TANF, 12 the agency has not
promulgated the regulations and policies to explain the availability of these exemptions and the
process for obtaining them to parents or their advocates. Without ESA’s further work to clarify
and standardize the hardship criteria, many parents who should be shielded from the time limits
will never have time to learn that these protections are available to them.13
III.

The Council Must Act.

The families we meet at Legal Aid face challenges beyond those we have discussed here.
Given the complexity of these challenges, we know that a delay of a year is likely not enough
time to allow families to access and benefit from the services that they truly need. However, we
are pleased with the Mayor’s recognition of the necessity of a reprieve from the time limit law.
We also understand that extending TANF benefits at their already reduced level—rather than at
the higher “standard” TANF amount—will still leave many families in the financially difficult
position of surviving on $152 per month in assistance. Despite these reservations, we support
the Mayor’s proposed one-year delay because it will provide the time that agency experts
believe they will need to make the TANF program more fair and responsive to the needs of
vulnerable families.
The Mayor’s budget proposals offer basic relief for those long-staying TANF families
who have received TANF for more than five years and have few other options for self-support.
We ask the Council to protect these families from possible crisis by delaying their October
2015 termination of TANF benefits. These families are already struggling. Without this
minimal, and time-limited protection, the District will have failed to protect its most
vulnerable citizens.
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